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Project COLORS
International
Create Opportunities | Create Happiness | Create Hope
Project COLORS is a small non-profit aid society committed to
uplifting children, families, animals & communities globally.

What We Do
We design our projects to help ‘fill in the gaps’, building the capacity of existing projects, addressing
what’s truly needed while working in partnership with those who really need us. By creating
opportunities, training’s and sponsorship’s, Project COLORS strives to inspire all people to become
positive ‘Agents of Change’. As a non-profit aid society we embrace a holistic approach to international
aid and development; supporting community-based grassroots projects.

Our Projects
Project COLORS has helped guide and grow small community based projects in Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic, South Africa, Madagascar & Sri Lanka towards sustainability for over 10 years.
Whether it’s a big or small project– a nutritional feeding program in a small African community,
delivering lifesaving 1st aid kits to pre-schools, providing shoes for children’s homes, sending kids to
school, teaching youth how to start their own non-profit aid society or coordinating skills training
workshops for single mothers – we believe it’s an effort worth undertaking.

OUR CORE FOCUS
●

Taking a holistic and practical approach to development: Project COLORS has helped to
guide and grow small community-based projects in Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, South
Africa, Madagascar and Sri Lanka towards sustainability and prosperity. They have also
provided aid supplies through traveling volunteers to over 100 countries and assistance projects
in the last 10 years.

●

Healthy Spaces and Learning Minds: Globally providing support for struggling independent
childcare centres, schools and foster homes by providing: nutrition, renovations, medical,
dental, hygiene, and educational supports plus other capacity building endeavours.

●

Tiny Tummies Feeding Project: Provides toddlers with immune building nutrition in South
Africa.

●

Animals and environment: Helping injured/orphaned wildlife and street dogs plus supporting
others that do this work has always been a passion for COLORS. Teaching children and
community members to respect animals and the environment through hands-on participation.
For example: teaching about recycling, neutering dogs, rehabilitating baby birds and leading by
example have all played vital roles in all the communities we have worked in.

●

Youth - Agents of Change and Launch our Lives programing: Opportunities for youth to
learn how to make a difference in their own countries and abroad-- assisting youth globally
with social/professional development through training programs, confidence building
workshops, resume and donation letter writing, volunteer-ships, mentorships and educational
sponsorships.

●

Capacity and Skill Building: Conveying resources and supplies that improve and grow
existing projects while bringing together skilled professionals to volunteer and pass on skills.

●

Consulting and Networking: Teaching youth how to start an NGO, conference presentations,
workshops and facilitations.

THANK YOU:
A major thank you to all our donors for making our projects possible. Not all sponsors are listed
for privacy reasons. However, we would like to acknowledge our long term supporters who
generously cover the core aspects of COLORS: SAGA, Neil, Whalen family, Choyce Family

SOUTH AFRICA

Basic Health Care Assistance - First Aid Kit Program: Our 1st aid kits not only help treat the kids in
our small pre-schools but the families living near the preschools .It has been expanded though Child
Welfare and the local TB clinic as they have partnered with COLORS to make this project available to
hundreds of children. Hand sanitizer and other hygiene items are also bought when needed throughout
the year to help prevent germs and infections at our preschool centers who often have no running water.
De-worming toddlers: On request of our teachers, 110 toddlers are de-wormed annually at 3 of our
preschools. Many of the children have been sick and are not digesting their food properly. Local aid
workers have assessed many of these issues resulting from worms.
Dental: With your support toothbrushes and toothpaste will be supplied to 3 preschools every 6
months. Dental education is also a key component.
E'Pap feeding program: Thanks to volunteers Jaco and Mies based on South Africa, our Tiny
Tummies program is growing strong as always. Over 110 children are feed this immune boosting
breakfast “E’Pap” 5 days a week at our sponsored pre-schools. The E’Pap feeding mixture is rich in

zinc, iron, protein, calories in addition to vital vitamins, and minerals
making it not only good for proper growth and development of the body
and mind, but also for the development of a strong immune system. By
boosting the immune system, E’Pap helps prevent them from contracting
TB and other common illnesses. The children we work with live in some of
the highest TB affected areas of South Africa, making the daily
consumption of E’Pap vital.

Soup kitchen support: Five years ago COLORS surprised Violet, a loving
grandmother, preschool teacher and soup kitchen creator, with a new stove
to help her feed her community. Violet is still running this small soup
kitchen from her home, feeding over 50 people in the community who need food to help with the
digestion of their TB and HIV medications which can often make them feel sick. Gas for the gas stove
is provided by COLORS through sponsorship to help run this project as food is often contributed
through a partner project.

Early childhood education: Diplomas for our South African pre-school / crèche teachers.

Stories from the filed - Projects completed:
“A Radiant Smile”
Inkwekwe has a radiant smile. But it’s over shadowed by
his blackened and missing teeth. Inkwekwe is 4 years old,
and he never learned about brushing his teeth.
His care givers never learned about brushing their teeth
either. He is just one of many children who we work with
who have a similar story.
Teachers Violet, Alice and Boolawa have all asked
COLORS to help them start a basic dental education
program in their small preschools.
“I have never seen children so excited to brush their teeth!” Says Amelie Hiemer, COLORS
volunteer from Germany.
“I was shocked to see toddlers with such rotten blacked and broken teeth, it was very clear they have
never brushed their teeth in their lives. Giving the kids and the teachers the opportunity to have dental
care in their village is so important for their health”.
COLORS is thankful for all the donations brought from Germany and Canada for this project, as it
really means a lot to the people.
Watching the kids singing and dancing…and the teachers so proud to have this project, made it even
more touching and motivating to keep this positive work going.

“Preventing Infections is as Simple as ‘1st Aid in a Bottle”
A bottle filled with wound disinfectant ‘1staid in a bottle’ might
just be the answer needed to help prevent infections and lifelong
scaring on toddlers, caused by wounds, cuts, fungus and bites.
Dilemma - 43 small informal pre-schools run by the local
mothers, aunties and grandmothers in both Xhoisa and Africans
speaking communities have little to no resources to help with the
1st aid care needs of their children when they are bleeding or
have skin infections.
We asked Zan at Child Welfare in George; what hygiene item is
needed most in the small child care centers to help with wound
care and skin infections?
Zan re-iterated how beneficial Project COLORS past 1st aid kit in a bottle program was, and she asked
if we could expand it again to all the child care centers she now oversees.
The 1st aid in a bottle is a basic wound spray that kills germs and bacteria and helps speed healing.
Zan, Sunyata and Amelie created a plan to create this spray, develop labels in 3 languages and Amelie
filled each bottle with love and care to be given to each centre. Zan was so excited to receive this
valuable donation on behalf of all the centers she will distribute it to.
Sometimes it really is the small things that can make a big difference.

“It’s raining it’s pouring –
When Tourists Turn Off the Flood”

Some tourists just travel… and some travel and make a difference!
There are 50 small toddlers in the make-shift childcare center of BULELWA 's crèche here in South
Africa. The walls are made of collected wood scrapes, cardboard and recycled panelling. The roof is
made of rusty tin; however, it is punctured with holes. This becomes a problem when it’s raining.
The kids sit along the walls, but there are gaps in their rows making sure not to sit on the wet spots from
the leaks. They need a new roof.
Building a new crèche could take years and years due to the municipality restrictions, as we have
learned from other projects. Then luckily they were introduced to tourists from Germany who were
staying at a nearby B&B at Inn2Wilderness. They wanted to see some community projects that they
could help with.
During their visit to BULELWA 's crèche in the township, they immediately saw the issues we
mentioned about the walls and ceilings. They observed the issues but also took time to play with the
children as they gave them some toys and goodies.

What to do? Who can help?

On return to Germany they told their story about South Africa
to their friends and family.
They took action to create a fund to help rebuild BULELWA 's
crèche roof. Within a few weeks funds were gathered and sent
to turn the roofing idea into a reality.
Volunteers Jaco, Mies, Fred, Ines and Ron made an action plan,
bought the supplies needed, and hired local staff to help with
the project. Gifts of money from other friends abroad were also
collected and used to fix the walls.
It is winter now in South Africa, which means its actually cold
and rains a lot! On a recent visit to BULELWA 's crèche we are
now very excited to report that the crèche is dry!
BULELWA the preschool teacher exclaims: “It does not rain
on the children any more... Thank you all, thank you!”
Some tourists just travel… and some take action on what they
see. This story is a good example of the new kind of tourist we need more of in this world.
Thank you everyone, both donors and volunteers for your help making this small child care center a
healthier and happier place for the children.

“Fear of the Unknown Healed”
Three year old Labawa has a big burn wound on his
face. He is still running around with the other 55 children
at Violets pre-school here in South Africa, however the
wound looks fresh and uncared for.
I asked Violet what happened to him and she said hot
boiling water fell on him at his auntie’s house over the
weekend. I asked Violet to get the 1st aid kit that Project
COLORS donated to her several weeks ago. I showed her
the burn gel in the kit, and asked if Labawa could come
over so we could take a closer look at his wound.
All the kids also wanted to be a part of seeing what was
happening, so suddenly we had everyone circling as I
opened the 1st aid kit. I noticed all the kids looked
disturbed, wondering what on earth was in this mysterious
bag.

“When a Mess Becomes a Message”
How do you react when something terrible happens to
you?
A few months ago, a lovely young woman named Zetty,
who lives in Knysna South Africa, was walking with a
friend in her township. Suddenly, a truck backed into her,
running over both her legs.
Zetty was one of Project COLORS’ past mentorship youth,
who always volunteered, took care of the animals and
helped others in her community.
Hospitalized with both her legs in casts, Zetty was very sad
and had a overwhelming feeling of helplessness. We went to
see her to give some encouragement and crafting supplies
from COLORS to help her feel productive. Zetty was unable
to move from her bed, but she sat daily working with her
small handy craft supplies and made old, broken jewellery
into new beautiful treasures. She took great pride in what she
had created.
There was a major problem when Zetty was finally sent
home. Her house is tiny and many people share it with her. It
was not wheelchair accessible.
COLORS was able to use extra donor and emergency funds
from the Whalen and Choyce families to buy the materials
needed to create a deck and wheel chair ramp (costing under
$200). Her family and community helped with the
construction.
When visiting Zetty, who was adorned with the recycled
jewellery she had created, she said: ``you know, I was sitting
looking at my legs that are such a mess, and I realized this is

not just a mess it is a message. I look at my life now so differently. I appreciate each moment
something good happens to me.
When I was depressed, sad and hurt, a miracle happened and I was given craft supplies to make me
still feel useful, and I made beautiful things. I made a crafting workshop around my hospital bed,
and I taught the other sick people around me how to also create the jewellery.
Then, when I thought I could not go back to my house because of accessibility, everyone came
together to make sure I had a wheelchair ramp so I could be back with my family.
I heard a ``message`` loud and clear. A message that I must do good things with my life, no matter
how small, to help make life better for others.
These gifts all made a big difference to me and I will always look for small ways to pass this on to
others. So this mess is really a message``
Zetty is currently healing in her home in South Africa. We hope
she will one day walk again but one thing is for sure, she will
continue to spread her message.
Zettys message to COLORS when she read 'her story':
"Wow I could almost cry reading this. Thanks for all of u N
moms help. May God abundantly bless u guys. I hope this
change life's.N hearts.N mind set. Mwah.
I'm doing better. I'm on crutches. Going slowly. But I know all
in good time."

Seeing the action!

COLORS Volunteers Jaco, Mies & Ron have been so dedicated in keeping our projects flowing with
the e’pap feeding program, sponsorships, educational supplies & emergency renovations. They have
done a most excellent job. It was truly heartwarming to see the relationships they have built with the
people who are so in love with having them on our team! We all cannot thank them enough.

Back to Africa -CBC Radio 2016
Hear about some of the triumphs & challenges
involved in international aid work. This interview
highlights the upcoming projects of Project
COLORS International as its Director Sunyata

Choyce returns to South Africa.
https://www.mixcloud.com/terry-paulchoyce/sunyata-on-cbc-january-2016/

For the CAT Lovers
$20 to spay a cat & prevent future colonies from suffering, South Africa

I’ve always had a passion for finding those ‘diamond in the ruff ‘ projects, run by individuals
who truly care & are making a difference in their communities. Rita Brock is just that person
with her small, honest & straight to the point project C.A.T (Cat Assistance Team).

For years Rita has dedicated her life to making animals lives better, not only through health
initiatives but also by helping humans by bringing cats into rehab facilities & prisons as a
form of therapy. She also spends time in the communities teaching the local people about
feeding & de-worming their cats & making them apart of their families.
Now she focus on a much needed spay & neuter project here in South Africa! There are
many feral cats on farms & townships, the population is spreading & these cats are suffering.
She single handily traps these cats, finds vets to spay them, gives them the medical care
they need, then educates the land owners where she finds the cats on the benefits of this
work & releases them back home more healthy & unable to re-populate.

Just $20 pays for the spay of a cat & medical care. We hope you will choose to help Rita with
her project as I have talked with her personally & seen her make a huge difference as she
educates the poor farm communities about the cats welfare. Her excitement & her direct and
passionate plan to help these animals truly radiates from all that she does.

EXTRA OUTREACH IN SOUTH AFRICA
Breast pump for new mom: Felisha, so she could go back to
work but still feed her baby breast milk.

Children’s home: Various workshops teaching skill building,
arts therapy, life skills

Graduation packs: Sponsored by the annual Christmas
Campaign and distributed by volunteers Jaco and Mies. School
bags are filled with school and art supplies and awarded to our
pre-school toddlers preparing to enter the first grade at the start
of the New Year.

Graduation party: A hall is rented for a beautiful graduation and
celebration party where the children who are going to “big school” the follow
year receive their preschool graduation certificate and a backpack full of new
start school goodies. Community members wait all year for this exciting
event.

Flood repairs and new window: Alice’s , Violets and Bulalwas
preschools flooded again. COLORS volunteers made the necessary repairs.

Sponsorships - Teaching the Teachers 2016-2017
Early childhood education diplomas for our South African
pre-school / crèche teachers
Every year Project COLORS volunteers and community partners make it a mission to find
sponsors to cover the early childhood education training tuition fees of the pre-school teachers
we work with in South Africa.
Many of the pre-school teachers do not have their basic elementary schooling; however, these
women are a vital resource in their communities taking in and caring for the toddlers in an
extremely impoverished community called Thembalatu, South Africa. Sponsorships are greatly
needed to heighten the level of education of the teachers regarding nutrition, basic hygiene,
running a pre-school, lesson plans and how to teach small children basic skills. This
educational benefit is then passed on to the children; as we have seen the pre-schools thrive
and grow thanks to this program.
For these teachers, getting their early childhood development diplomas is a huge milestone,
something they are proud of and respected for in their community. Getting their diplomas is an
essential part of these teachers moving forward in their careers and possibly attaining
government support and funding for their pre-schools in the future.

Sponsorships
*SPONSOR FOUND- Whalen Family Canada*
Nosiphiwo Tawuzeni - Age 26
Nosiphiwo is in her 2nd year of college going into
her 3rd for 2017.
She volunteered teaching for Alice’s pre-school in
Thembalathu, South Africa. She is very good with
children and loves to work in her community. She
hopes to have her own pre-school some day and
getting her diploma will help move her life
forward and hopefully achieve this in the near
future.
*Sponsorship needed one year

Khayakazi Sweetness Ndlambe - Age 27

*SPONSOR FOUND – Heinz and Monque
Germany*
This is Khayakazi’s 2nd year.
Next year (2017) she will be finished. She works at
Bulelwa’s pre-school.
She works well with the children teaching them
lessons songs and games. She always has a big smile
on her face and happy to lend a hand.
*Sponsorship needed for one year

Queenie – Age 27
*SPONSOR FOUND- Whalen Family
Canada*
Queenie has been working in her mouther’s
(Violet) pre-school for over the last 7 years.
She will inherit the preschool but must have
her teaching qualifications as no one at
Violets preschool is formally trained. She is
very sweet and kind to the children.
COLORS has worked with her for many
years and would love to see her sponsored
to go to college.
*Sponsorship needed over three years.

Monica Bester - Age 39

*SPONSOR FOUND- Anina and German
Volunteers*
Monica wants to open her own crèche. To make
this dream a reality she sees this diploma as a
pivotal stepping stone. This is her last year in
the training. Monica is going into her 3rd year
studies.
She paid part of her the 1st year of her studies
but could not finish as she did not have enough
money to pay the last term. She is a single mom
and wants to complete her studies and was
sponsored for one year by COLORS. She
worked for Sheila crèche before it closed.
*Sponsorship needed for one year

Portia Nomamise Mbekisa - Age 30
*SPONSOR FOUND- Anina and German
Volunteers*
Portia has been working and volunteering at
Alice’s preschool over that last year. She is good
with the kids and laughs a lot. She says the kids
learn best when they are having fun and making a
mess.
She is a single mom and her husband died last
year. Unfortunately she did not get to go to
college this year as we did not have a sponsor to
cover her fees. We would love to see her go to
college as she really deserves it.
*Sponsorship needed over three years.

Bulelwa Mnkungi - Age 39

*SPONSOR FOUND- Terry Choyce Canada*
Bulelwa is the founder of Lubabalo crèche.
Bulelwa has set up her small preschool in her
home in the newer area of Silver Town
Thembalatu, behind where Project COLORS
original pre-school projects started. She has taken
in 50 kids, toddlers and babies. That area is
growing and growing and there are no structured
childcare for the small children. The other nearby
informal child care home is full to capacity at
Alice’s crèche. Bulelwa is very excited to be
sponsored to take on her early childhood studies
so she can learn how to better teach and care for
the children. Project COLORS provides e’pap to
her small pre-school, feeding 50 children a day.

Sponsorship Cost:
$500 Dollars/350 Euro a year/5000Rand

Goal: To find sponsors for all of our teachers!
Currently 4 are enrolled this year and 2 new teachers
wish to attend next year. This is a 3 year course,
however, many of our teachers only have one or two
years left.

They need donors support to graduate!

Teachers who have been sponsored through our
previous sponsorships:
* Sandisiwe Kwana * Sheila Yoliswa Klaastew *
Namzuko Alice
Please let us know if you can sponsor any of our
teachers so we can ensure their ongoing
education.
Sponsorship: $500 Dollars/350 Euro a year/5000
Rand

SRI LANKA
Canadian volunteer Marilyn and her husband Darshan are working to
uplift and support several children's homes in Sri Lanka. Project
COLORS has worked hands on with them in Sri Lanka. We have
provided them with donations as well as art supplies, educational
supplies, and tool kits to run workshops and art sessions with the children
they assist.

Christmas shoes: This is the third year COLORS has supported the
supported Project COLORS Christmas Sponsorship Card Campaign
which provided new school shoes to 50 children at St. John’s Boys’
Home, Arudpany Girls’ Home and Herman’s Girls’ Home in the region.

Creative therapies: Volunteer Marylyn will continue the creative
therapies with the COLORS supplies at a new girls home every Saturday.
She sends her thanks again for all the beans, crocheting and craft works
as these items are the base of each week's activities.

Family assistance project: A family in need was identified by local
volunteer Marilyn. The boy in the family has cancer and the mother was
having cataracts removed. There is also a disabled grandmother; all of
whom were living in very hard conditions with little. Project COLORS
bought 2 beds, mats, sheets, chairs. A fence was created around the

garden and animal paddocks at the family request as they wish to grow a garden and have livestock to
complete their farm.

ANIMALS SUPPORT PROJECTS

South Africa- CAT project (Rita)- Spay and neuter feral cats,
donated supplies
Sunshine dogs (Tonya)- Donated supplies
COLORS- Toddler education on being kind to animals
Sri Lanka – Delivered vet care supplies to a vet and local animal
assistance volunteer
Canada - Hope for Wildlife promotion and volunteer work.
Dominican Republic - Sent care kits to a vet

MADAGASCAR PROJECTS
Sponsorships:
Sponsorship-3 boys (Seraphin, Co & Anicet) – Sponsored by Spencer.
Project COLORS is sponsoring three boys in the community of Fort
Dauphin. The boys are doing well in their 5th year of schooling thanks to their
sponsor. This coming year we will sponsoring the 2 younger boys as the
oldest boy will go onto truck driving.
Sponsorship-3 girls (Aurelina, Gervianne and Stephanie) – Sponsored by
Linda and Lesley.
This the 3rd year that these three girls are sponsors through project COLORS
and their sponsors.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION PROJECT- Donations Needed
First Aid kits, dental, educational and vet care supplies: Aid supplies are
needed!
Nurses, doctors, dentists, students and other professionals have collaborated
with us to develop specialized care packs and delivery of these items to
projects globally. Thousands of supplies and care packs have been delivered
to projects in need over the years. COLORS is actively collecting 1st aid and
dental care supplies to add to our kits.
Laptop capacity building project: Laptops are needed!
Project COLORS has delivered 10 laptops to small NGOs and sponsored
youth starting University globally. This is a capacity building endeavour

which we hope to sustain, as each time we visit a host country we choose worthy recipients in need of
laptops. These laptops help NGOs create documents, donation letters, thank you letters and grow their
projects. They enable youth to write needed documents for university and stay in touch with Project
COLORS through online mentorship.
Launching Our Lives LOL Memory Sticks: Memory sticks are needed!
The memory sticks were not only loaded with the Agents of Change COLORS workshop but also full
of many other important audio, visual and document resources to help them build a CV, inspire them to
find a career they’re passionate about, motivate them to keep learning and not give up on themselves.
All agents of change youth, children’s homes managers and teachers received LOL memory sticks .

PHOTO CAPTION: COLORS youth Tafa and
Mandela receiving donated laptops to for
fill journalism and university studies. A big
thank you to Becky for organizing laptops
for us this year.

CANADA BASED PROJECTS
Refugee relocation supplies: Provided several refuge sponsorship
organizations with donations of kitchen and home wear to help
with the settlement of Syrian refuges in Nova Scotia. The all
received 1st aid kits to put in all the homes of the families they are
helping.
Clothing and needed supplies project: When there is a call for
need resources COLORS has teamed up with Fancy Lucky over
the years to provided needed items to local charities helping new
immigrants, the homeless, street dogs and wildlife.
Hygiene and 1st aid kits: Hygiene kits created and supplied to
refugee clinic and given to various volunteers going to other
overseas projects needing 1st aid kits.
Resume writing support: Assisting newcomers with resume and
cover letter writing support.
Advocating for refugee and new immigrant health care in
Canada: Media, Promotions

5 YEAR FUTURE PLANNING AND SUPPORT
International first aid kit distribution project: We hope to expand and develop this project to be a
user-friendly model for other NGOs to use. A procedure and simple “how to” educational plan toolkit
needs to be finalized to compile all our resources and expand on how almost any NGO, school or
volunteer could take on this project within their own existing overseas projects.

Training: Training local staff to use the first aid kit and how to recognize some of the basic childhood
illnesses and issues they may come across in their work such as dehydration, malnutrition, wound
management, signs of TB or HIV. This program can be run on a variety of levels depending on the
resources and capacity for the host NGO.
Children’s education: We need to expand our workshop from training the teachers to also educating
the toddlers about basic hygiene and why 1st aid kits are important and not ‘scary’. A daily procedure
and kids workshop is needed. COLORS books teaching about staying healthy, what to do when you get
cut, and why 1st aid kits are their ‘friend’ are much needed.

Launch Our Lives (LOL) Youth Leadership Program/ Agents of Change
Developing an innovative program for children’s home youth aged 16-19 in
developing nations:

Background on Launch Our Lives (LOL) from COLORS director, Sunyata Choyce: “As an aid
worker focused on youth and global aid over the past 12 years in Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
South Africa and Sri Lanka, I have become shockingly and disturbingly acquainted with the many
obstacles youth face when they are nearing the point of having to leave the children’s home systems in
the many developing countries. Through my work, I have identified a major problem and significant
gap in support for these youth; who in most countries must leave the care of the children’s home by age
18 and are sent out into the world with little provisions, no family, and often very basic practical life
skills.

Many of these children have never been taught how to get a job, apply for further studies, build
credibility (work experience or volunteerism) and they often have a lack of self-esteem and hope for the
future. Unfortunately, due to this fundamental gap in the system, most of these children end up back on
the streets with little options and they have little prospects or ideas as to what to do with their lives.
To address and other youth issues I have been facilitating a leadership and empowerment program
called ‘Agents of Change ’, originally developed to target youth globally in general. However, we now
see the benefit in expanding this program and evolving these ideas and specialize them as a “Launch
Our Lives” program targeting specifically youth housed in children’s homes in developing countries. It
can be taught in small workshops or as a month long program depending on the needs and logistics of
the project or host NGO/Childrens home.”

The LOL / Agents of Change - Three major project goals:
1. Youth leadership training
A major aspect of this program is to motivate youth to volunteer as an avenue to gain credible
experience for their resumes, address community needs and think about issues which they are
passionate about. A program such as this could be considered a stepping stone to inspire them to launch
their lives on the right foot. They would learn some basic life skills and tips on some options available
to them once they leave the children’s home.
2. Training the trainer - How to motivate and support youth
For the trainers, caretakers, volunteers and social workers, a resource tool kit would be created
containing knowledge of how they could facilitate the Launch Our Lives workshops or incorporate its
ideals into their daily work with the youth in their care.
*This could also be launched in the form of a trainers training program in a later phase.
3. Launch Our Lives (LOL) memory sticks
A memory stick full of practical leadership, life skills trainings, CV templates and motivational audio
and resources would be given to each student and trainer in the program.

PROJECT NEED: Funding to finalize this product, funding to launch the program to youth overseas.

COLORS WISHLIST FOR 2016
We need your help












Volunteer admin support : Assistance with PR, media and
fundraising and spreading awareness of our work
First aid kits and supplies (polysporin, burn gel, antibiotic
and antifungal creams)
1st aid and basic health education for toddlers kit
Crafting: Kitting needles, crocheting needles, jewellery
making supplies
Premade small sewing kits
Printer ink
Photo printing
Stamps
Staples Gift Card for printing, paper etc.
Laptops/memory sticks are needed for NGOS and youth
starting university
Dental education kits and tooth brushes

Sponsorships needed







Staffing - To grow and spread our aid and assistance we
need the support of 1 - 2 paid staff (part time or full time)
to assist in the organization and coordination of all our
projects.
Secretary support – In-kind PR donation from an office
Agents of Change - Launch Our Lives program funding
Sponsors for professional development and training courses
for staff and students (teachers)
Sponsors to maintain our e’pap feeding program and
preschool support

Help to keep our ongoing projects alive:

To see more
about us, our
stories and our
projects:
www.projectcolors.com

Donate by mail or on-line at:
Project COLORS 83 Leslie Rd, East Lawrencetown,
Nova Scotia, Canada, B2Z 1P8

Blog
Facebook
Flicker

http://projectcolors.com/donate/

Instagram

See our 2016/2017 COLORS Compendium on-line magazine :

Twitter

http://issuu.com/benrichardson46/docs/compendium/1

www.projectcolors.com info@projectcolors.com

2015-2016
On behalf of all the
kids, families,
animals and
teachers,
Project COLORS
would like to
graciously thank
our donors and
volunteers for
making all of this
possible.
www.projectcolors.com
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